Matrix Pro Combi installation manual
(frame)

MAIN COMPONENTS

Component A (x2)
Component B (x2)
Component C (x2)
Component E (x2)
JCH Screw

*only for table top

TOOLS & MANPOWER

Manpower x2
OPTION 1: Power Tool x1
OPTION 2: Allen Key x1
Mallet x1
Leveler
The frame (B) is pre-assembled. Do not remove the carton box until the leg is flip up. This is to prevent any further damages.

Raise the legs, slide the frame outwards to fit desired size and fix it with the bolts that are already mounted in the frame. Repeat this step for the other leg.

Attach B to A and secure the screw using Allen key. Repeat this step on the other side of the leg.

Attach C to A by using mallet. Repeat this step on the other side of the leg.

Adjust the table length and secure the pre-installed screw using Allen key.

Finally, secure the lock plate under the C with screw using Allen key. Repeat this step to the other part of the leg.
Matrix Pro Combi installation manual
(cable gutter)

Place the Main Gutter in between the C. Prior to that, the Main Gutter need to be install with its Side Covers to make sure it is placed properly on the brackets. This can be done by hammering it using rubber hammer (i.e Mallet) to secure its position.

Make sure the cutout of the Side Covers is positioned at the center with the holes of the C brackets.

Finally, place the lid on top of the Main Gutter.
The installation of the table top is completed. This installation is only applicable for 1200L, 1400L, 1500L, 1600L, and 1800L worktop size only.

Attach table top on the frame and secure it using (E) screw.

The installation of the table top is completed. This installation is only applicable for 2000L worktop size only.
Matrix Pro Combi installation manual
(Elbow & Front gutter)

MAIN COMPONENTS

[A] Elbow (x2)  [B] Smart Gutter (x2)

TOOLS & MANPOWER

Manpower x1  Power Tool x1  Allen Key x5
Attach A by slotting its bottom adapter into the Main Gutter holes.

Then attach top part A to bottom B.

Next, self tapped the B under the table top.

The installation of the elbow and front gutter is completed.
Matrix Pro Combi installation manual (Frameless-Screen)

MAIN COMPONENTS

[A] Component A (x2)  [B] Component B (x2)  [C] Component C (x1)

TOOLS & MANPOWER

Manpower x2  Power Tool x2  Allen Key x2
Slot in A into the bridge’s holes. Secure it’s position by tighten it to B with washers and screws as provided.

The C can now be slotted inside the B.

The installation for frameless screen is completed.
Matrix Pro Combi installation manual
(accessories)

MAIN COMPONENTS

(A) Handset  (B) Media Hub  (C) Monitor Arm  (E) Multi Drawer

TOOLS & MANPOWER

Manpower x1  Power Tool x1  Allen Key x5
1. Attach (A) Handset below the table top using a screw. The installation for (A) Handset is completed.

3. Attach (B) Media Hub on the table top. Tighten the screw on top of (B) Media Hub. The installation for Media Hub is completed.

5. Attach (C) Monitor Arm on the table top. Tighten the screw at the bottom. The installation for (C) Monitor Arm is completed.

7. Attach the top part of (E) Multi Drawer below the table top using screw. Slot in the bottom part of the (E) Multi Drawer and the installation is completed.
Matrix Pro Combi installation manual
(control box)

MAIN COMPONENTS

[A] Control Box
[B] Power Plug

TOOLS & MANPOWER

Manpower x1
Power Tool x1
Allen Key x5
Self Tap Screw

⚠️ Please refer handset manual instruction that is provided.
STEP 1: Attach (C) control box below the table top using self-tap screw.

STEP 2: Plug in the main plug to the power extension inside the trunk towards the power extension inside the front gutter.
1. Cable line from (C) control box to the (A) handset.

2. Cable line from the (C) control box to the (B) actuator.

3. Cable line from the (D) power extension A inside the trunk to the (E) power extension B inside the front gutter.

4. Cable line from the (E) power extension B inside the front gutter to the Media Hub.

5. Cable line from the (E) power extension B to the monitor arm.

6. Cable line from the (E) power extension B to the C (control box).

7. Cable line from the (F) wall socket to the (D) power extension A.

STEP 3: Attach the cable point to the rest of the accessories.

STEP 4: Reset procedure to follow before use: Hold up- and down button until desk is in lowest position and then slightly goes up.

(A) Handset  (B) Actuator  (C) Control Box  (D) Power Extension A  (E) Power Extension B  (F) Wall Socket